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IGBO TONOLOGY

Wm. E. Welmers
Department of Linguistics
Uni versi ty of California, Los Angeles
O.

Its tonal system may be

Igbo is a "terraced level" tone language.

described in terms of two tonemes, high and low, plus a phoneme "downstep".

In alternating high and low levels (each 00£ which may continue

tor one to several syllables), each high level is automatically a little
lover th8D. the high level betore the preceding low.

The phoneme "down_

step" occurs only between two high tones. and has the same lowering
effect on the f'ollowing high level that a low tone would have.

(This

is not necessarily to be construed as equating dovnstep with a deleted
low tone.

Such an identification is possible for some occurrences 00£

downstep, but there is no direct evidence tor it in all cases.)
Thus the tirst high level in a sequence between pauses is the highest.

A:rter either low or dovnatep, the next high level is slightJ.y

lover. and so on up to a pause.

It is never possible to go from one

non-low level up to a higher non-low level.

Hence the analogy 00£

terraces, but these terraces may sometimes be separated by a deep
di tch (low tone).
In the f'olloving. all high tones are marked
syllabic nasal.

All low tones are marked

1'1.

1'1 over a vowel or
Downstep is marked

before the first or only' syllable to which it applies.

1'1

This material,

a section 00£ a volume in preparation on African language structures,
discusses problems arising from the fact that. while Igbo stems and
many affixes have lexical tone, their lexical tone of'ten undergoes

alternation 00£ some kind.

1.
When different tones accompany the consonants and vowels of a number
of morphemes 1n a language under different circumstances, it 1s not
always immediately" apparent whether it is morphotonem1c alternation
under definable conditions, or the presence of' a tonally realized
morpheme, that is responsible tor the variation.

In some cases, both

may be present.

Igbo provides some interesting complications in the iden-

tification and interlocking fUnctions of morphotonemic alternations and
tonally reali zed morphemes; a few details restricted to relatively uncommon constructions or to individual words wi th a unique structure are
omitted in this treatment, but all of the relevant principles of analysis and interpretation are amply illustrated.

It is recognized that

there are dialect differences in some details, but the statements made
here represent patterns that are kncnrn to be widespread.

For other

dialects, an occasional statement would have to be omitted, added, or
modified. or the order in which some statements are made would have to
be changed.

A few conspicuous dialect differences are noted.

This

section is confined to a few details of tonal identification and behavior which can then be assumed in the remainder of the discussion.
a.

First, there is a set of independent pronoun forms which in most

respects function as nouns.

Three of these are monosyllabic. and in

their underlying structure are interpreted as having initial downstep
followed by high tone.

The initial dovnstep is, in all probability.

historically derived from a vowel with low tone.
(1)

"'"0

'gr
'ya

The six forms are:
'we'

'you (ag.)'

anyr
unu

'he, she, it'

'ha

'they'

'!'

'you (pl.)'

Downstep with the monosyllabic forms is shown in the following:
(2)

9 bOrO 'va byara
lif it is he (who) came'
These forms are also used as possessives.

Downstep with the mono-

syllabic forms is again attested; after low tone I of course I downstep
is automatically deleted.
~wG

b.

'ya

E. g.

'his goat'

'his house'

As verbal obJects, the same forms are used except for the first

person singular, which is a syllabic

Im/.

This and the other three

monosyl.labic forms have do'Wnstep-high after high. but in the particular
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dialect under consideration have the alternant tone l.ov a.tter low.
(~)

\I kP99

,~

\I kP9,-y

'it he calls me'
c.

E.g.:

~

'he called me'

As verbal subjects, the plural forms listed above are again used.

'!here are, however, special singular subject pronoWls.

The second per-

/r! (the choice depending on vowel harmony). The
is 191 or 161. In some constructions. the first

son form is 1[1 or
third person :rona

person rona is "".
sists of'

1&1

or

'e'

In other constructions, the :first person form conbef'ore the verb plus a syllabic

1m!

at"ter the verb;

the tone of' the latter is downstep-high after high, but low after lov.

E.g.:

(5)

r

mU 'y~

\I

b~

'if you do it'

'it's a pot'

It.

'ir

~ "" 'y6
& '''&&1' '.II y6
is hyr" n, ya

I do it'

'I have done it'
'I saw him'

Perhaps to be identified with the vowel component of' the first person
form above is an impersonal subject pronoun,
4.

1M or leI.

In negative constructions, with subjects other than the above singu.-

lar pronouns, the verb f'orm has a vowel prefix.

Before this prefix,

the plural subject pronouns listed above f'unction as nouns and undergo
no alternation.

With singular subject pronouns, however, the verb form

baa no prefix, but the pronouns have low tone replacing their inherent
hish tone.

This is interpreted as a morpheme with the meaning 'unreal.'.

E.g.:
(6)

~n~

6'by&ghr

9 by&'ghr

'you didn't come'
'he didn't come'

In af't1rmati ve verbal constructions, the same replaci ve is used
vi th both Bingular and plural subject pronouns.

Such combinations are

usually translated 88, and have generaJ.ly been described as, questiona.
After a noun subject, the third person :torm.

191

or

/0/

is required.

E.g.
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(7)

9 g~r~

I

~n~

'have you (pl.) done it?'

~na

6hy'
a,",616 'y6
g( 9 byare

did he SO to market1'

'did your 'lather come' I

The JDeaning 'unreal' is here DIOre specifically 'hypothetical'. The iden-

titication of the repl.acive here with that in negatives 1s possible because there are no negative questions in Igba, but there are COJllDOD circumlocutions such as the equi'98l.ent of 'I think he didn't
expects a response.

go',

which

By analogy, the above are interpreted as having

the more basic meaning II suppose he vent to market' etc.
English, such hypothetical. statements expect a response.

As in

(In English,

speakers of Igba sometimes say, e.g •• 'I think you are going to go to
Aha tOlllDrrov'. where a native speaker ot English would invariably use

a question.)

A:rev monosyllabic morphemes are interpreted as being inherently

e.

touel.ess.

These include tour suf'ti:z;es which repeat the tone of the

preceding ayllabl.e. high or low:
the negative suffix

I-!ltl/,

the negative imperative Bufflx I-Ia/,

the applicative verbal extension wbich con-

sists at I-rl pl.us a repetition at the preceding vowel, and the additi Ye verbal extension / -kwa/.

'1'bese all follow the pattern illustrated

in the following:
(8)

8zale ya

6',",16 yol
'don't do it'

A

'don't sweep it'

rev other suffixes tound in verb torms could alao be considered

toneless. but they appear only af'ter high or only a.f'ter low tone, so
that their higll or low tone can equally well be considered an inherent
part at the sutfixes themselves.
The remaining toneless IIIDrpheme is a sort of preposition, the und.er-

l.7ing :torm at ¥bich is

I na/.

Betore a consonant (which is extremely

rare) or a syllabIc nasal, this IIIDrpheme takes the tone at the fo1lov_
iag syllable.

Betore a YOWel, its vowel is elided, as indicated by an

apostrophe in the transcription used here.

E.g.:
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n'

~gb.d.
'in the evening I

n'~I~
'at home l

n~ ""'~
I

in the beginning'

Significantly, the presence of this morpheme, even when it consists ot'
a consonant only. inhibl ts in what follows the operation of any morphoronem1c alternation conditioned by' what precedes.
One morpbotonem1c alternation JIIl18t be included here, prior to the

f.

three alternations described in the following section, which have a
different type of conditioning.

Before any modifier except a monosyll-

abic form with the inherent tone dovnstep-high, in nouns which independenUy have the tones high-dovnstep-high. the downstep is deleted.

The

exception, though included in the illustrations bel.ow. is covered by

the first alternation stated in the following section; in JIlIl.JlT dialects.
as shown by the parenthesized alternant below, this exception does not
apply.

That the crucial. environment here is a modifier is shown by

the fact that this al.ternation does not take place before a verb.
tram

E.g.,

/,1 g6/ 'money, shilling':

• c9r9

(10)

m "g6
6'96 d\ m'm;!
6g6 Gn~
6g6 'at9
6'g6 y6 (696 'ya)

'I want money'
'money is fine I
'your (pl.) money'
• three shillings'
'his money'

2.
It seems most convenient next to describe three morphotonemic alternations which are largely condi tioned by the preceding tonal. environment.

The derivations of the conditioning environments are assumed here,

but will be explicitly stated in the following section, after which a
number 01' apparent or real exceptions will be accounted for.

The alter-

nations described in this section will be referred to as Al, .A2, and A3.
a.

!!.:

Arter one or more high tones preceded by a downstep, in forms

with an ini tial vowel or nasal. whose first two tones are low-high,
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initial low tone has the alternant high.

In this enviromnent, there-

f'ore • .forms whose first tvo tones are independently low-high have the
B8IIIe

tones as f'orms whose first tow tones are independently high-high.

Both are illustrated in the tollowing:

Aba

(ll)

IAba (town)':

9 ga'gh[

Aba

'He didn't go to Aba'

Wnil

~

'011' :

c9r9 [' zilta ..... nil

'he vants to b1,\Y oil'

anil

'meat':

o cQrV

i'zOtli any

'he vants to buy meat'
A f'orm. of' this alternation applies in monosyllabic f'orms with the inherent tone dmmstep-high; the aJ..teroatioD takes the form. of' deleting
the downatep (compare the end of the preceding section).

(l2)

zvtO 'jr

'bu;y yams':

mM 'yo

'do it':

9 zil'togh[

E.g.:

jr

'he didn't buy yams'
~

c9r9

1' ... yo

'he wants to do it'

anil 'g[

'your meat':

"g6 g[
'your money'

b.

g,:

Atter high tone when no dovnstep precedes. also in forms whose

:first two tones are independentl.y l.ow-high, initial low tone has the

alternant dovnatep-high.

A modification of this alternation appears

only in forms with more than two syllables and an initial nasal; in
such forms, initial. low tone has the alternant high and dovnstep precedes

the second syllable -- that is. an initial nasal delays the dmmstep
for one syllable.

The fourth example in the following illustrates

this modification:

(l3)

~kw6

'egg'

weta takwa
'bring eggs I

~gb&

'wrestling'

h& nA

~gb& '~gba

'they're wrestling'
~f~dQ

'some'

w~t6 'ilf~dv
'bring some I
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WnO

w.t'

'oil'

~'''''nO

'bring 011'
'Aba (town)'

Ab'

6nv' 'Ab'
'a person trom Aba I

h9
~n~ ~""'16

~kw' 'H9
'three eggs I

'three'

~nv[

'V'

'you (pl.) haft clone it'

"""'I'

IVa

'we have done it'

In the last of these, the downstep of

"yilt cannot

be deleted by the Al

rule, since tbe dovnstep or the preceding word is derived by A2 af"ter
A1 has ceased to apply.
c.

.!a,:

With the syntactic restrictions stated below, also after high

tone when no downstep precedes. in nouns with two syll.ables only and

the tones high-high, the second high tone has the alternant downatephigh.

This alternation applies to a noun used by itself' (i.e., without

a Il1041 fier after 1t) immediately" after a verb. and to the second nOlm
in a noun-DOun phrase.

It does not apply. although A2. does, in the

second of two nouns after a verb if' the noUDS do not belong to the
same phrase. the condi t!oning for A2 is phonologic. whil.e the condi tioning tor A3 is in part syntactic.

Examples of this alternation and its

restriction to tvo_syl.labl.e noUDS are;
(14)

onO

'meat'

wat.

"n~

'bring meat'

'"0

'goat'

'n~ "w~
'goat meat'

6.1.1

'plant'

~kp~rO

6s1.1

't"ru1t. nut. seed'
1fhis alternation applies only in noUDS; in the following,

19C&1 'l.ight-

colored' is an adjective. which indicates the category or cl.ass to which
a preceding noun bel.ongs [WeJ.mers and Wel.mers l.969];

(15)

6nV' 9<:'
'a Caucasian'
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Nor does A3 app1.y if a noun is folloved by a. modifier, as

/iJwU/

in the first tvo of the following; by contrast, in the third, /lJwU/
is the second noun in a nO\Ul-noun phrase. and the demonstrative modifies the entire phrase. not / lJwu/ alone:

(16)

kpytO &wG '~t9
rsf lJ'rIU

lsI &'wG

ahy

'bring three goats I
the head of that goat t

I

'that goat head'

~hy

Finally. A3 does not apply in the second of two nouns. not in the
same phrase I after a verb.

As shown in the third and the last of

the following, however, A2 does apply in this environment:
(17)

~cI

'yesterday. tomorrow'
kpyta fJwu ad
'bring e. goat tomorrow'
(cr.:

gila

e'd 'go tomorrow')
anYl any

6 silrl

'meat'

'she cooked meat for us I

'eggs'

6 sllri anYL 'akw2t
'she cooked eggs for us I

Ir6

ha hyry

'batred'
1

anyr rro

they hate us I

(lit. 'they see us hatred')

ha meryry

'body'
I

any{

'ahy

they hurt us I

(lit. 'they spoiled us body')
d.

An instance was cited earlier in which Al cannot apply if the phono-

logic environment which otbennse conditions it is derived by the
application of A2.

In the environment just discussed, however -- in

the second of two no\Uls, not in the same phrase, after a verb __ Al

applies after itself, after A2, or after A3.

The rationale of this

appears to be that the verb and the first noun are treated as a unit i
any downstep followed by high tones in the tonal unit, whether it is
in the verb before the first noun, or in the first noun as a result of
A2 or A3, conditions Al in the second noun.

This is confirmed by the
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first of the following examples, in which A1 also applies after a high
tone which is not the result of any alternation; the conditioning factor is the dovnstep in the preceding verb:
(18a)

'w~

(18b)

~ny(

(lSe)

~ny(

(18d)

~w~

'bod¥'.

no alternation and AI:

'body",

A1 and Al:

lboctr'.

A2 and Al:

'body",

A3 and Al:

"IIIIrOgh( 'w~ ~hO
~hO

(1 p1),

h~

'they didn't hurt a goat'

~ny( ~hO

"IIIIrOgh(

~hO

(1 pl),

hA n~ ~IIIIrO 'any( AhO
'goat',
ahy

he na ernt'iry
e.

~hO

'goat' •
h~

'they didn't hurt us'
t they I

ahy

~'wu

I

re hurting us'

they I re hurting a goat'

In other environments than the above. A2 applies af'ter i tsel:f and

after A3.

This recursive application of A2. is illustrated by the fol-

lowing, in which the alternation with the second word must precede the

alternation nth the third:

'three',

anyr

(1 p1),

A2 and A2:

'goat',

~ny(

(1 pl),

A3 and A2:

'our three goats'

';nG "w~ 'Any(

'our goat meat I

The following example shows the same surface real.ization of tonal alternations, but is derived differently; the alternation with the third

word precedes, and is then unaffected by, the alternation with the
second:

(20)

lk6

'cup',

~ny(

(1 pl):

'bring our cups'
In the following, A2 appears four times; the order of the four applica.-

tions is 3-4-2-1:

(2l)

lny( ',"'t616 '1k6

'At9

'Any(

'we bave brought our three cups'
A contrast between the sequence of A3-Al and A3-A2 1s sbown in the

following.

A3 appear. in IWny6 !I'kwOI 'nut palm vine';

lirbOI is

a

noun meaning 'the first time', here {n)ever':
(22a)

~nyr .'~vbAghl

Wny. lj'k_V !It>v

'we've never drunk nut palm vine'
(22b)

~nyr .'~ObAghl

Wnya !j'kwO 'anyr

'we haven't drunk our nut pal.m. wine'
r.

For some speakers, peculiarly. in a monosyllabic modifier after a

noun (but not in a verbal object), Al reappllea af'ter A2; further, A3
applies in a noun berore a monosyllabic modifier, and then A1 reapplies.
(As one might guess :trom. this and other statements, these pronoun rorms
are perhaps the prime nuisance in Igba when working vith a number of
speakers.)
(23a)

E.g.:

11<6 'ya

.~ta

'his cup'

'lk6 yo

'bring his cup'
(cf. :
(23b)

anV 'yo

~nYr

"_'tala

'v~

Ihis meat l

lwe have brought itl)
.~ta

.'nO yo

'bring his meat I

The conditioning environments for the alternations stated in the
preceding section.m&y' appear in nouns. numerals, verbs, and very occ&sionall.y' other vords.

For all forms other than verbs, these are lexi_

cal tones or tones derived by the alternations themselves.

For verbs,

it is necessary, before applying the above alternations, to derive the
tones of bases and constructions.

Such derivations t in so far as they

present no problems in the application of the alternations stated, are
outlined in this section.
a.

It is first necessary to malte statements deriving the tones of verb

bases. 1

Verb stems are monosyllabic, and may have high or low tone;

a single verb stem may constitute a verb base.

In a base of more than

one syllable, the first syllable must be a verb stem; one or

o~casionally

IThis supplements Welmers [1970] in which the deriVation of tones
is DOt discussed.

two stems IIIIQ' follow. and morphemes of a di fferent class. base f'orm-

atives. may also be included.

The inherent tones of' base f'ormatives

are identified by comparing their tonal behavior with that of' stems
which may be used independently.

Bases of two and three syllables

are CODlllOD. and some longer bases are recorded.

The tones of a verb

base are determined by the independent (lexical) tones of the first
two syllables.

If the tones of the first two syllables are both in-

dependently high, the base has high tone throughout.

If' their tones

are independently low and high. in that order, the first syllable of
the base has low tone, and all following syllables have high.

If

thier tones are independently high and low, or low and low, the base
has high tone with the first syllable, low with the second. and high
with all syllabl.es following.
(24a)

rIllS

'do.

(24b)

mad

(from above),

Examples of these derivations are:

ef

make',

s'

'be stopped up'

:

mlSef

'close'

(indicating action done to compl.etion

or to a stopping pl.ace):

neefs,

'tie uP. fasten up

completely'
(24c)

kwa

'push',

ef

'be stopped up'

kwad

'push shut'

(24d)

ga

Igo',

f~

'cross, pass over':

gafE\;

'go across'

(24e)

w~

'take, pick

'exit'

wepy

'remove'

(24f)

wepv

(from above),

up', PW

ta

speaker or subject)
b.

(indicating action toward or for the

: wepvt6

'bring out'

Statements may now be made deriving certain verbal constructions.

There is no construction in which the verb base is used by itself'; some
other morpbeme is always present, though in some cases vi th a zero al10morpho

The following numbered statements also establish a number of

tonally realized morphemes in verbal. constructions.
(1)

A morpheme consisting of low replacing stem tone occurs with

a limited number of verb stems, marking a "stative" construction.
stems which may be used i"or illustrative purposes are

Id!l

Two

'be described

as; be located at (of inanimates, sometimes non-human animates)' and

/n9/

'sit, be located at (of humans, usually' non-human animates)'.

E.g.:
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dl

(25a)

~

(25b)

~ n~ n'4b4 •

(2)

'it is here'

n'4b4 •

'he/she is here'

A !ltactativell construction includes a replacive which can

be identified with that at the atative.

For all bases except those

which begin with high-low (see above), low replaces stem tone throughout the base; tor bases wi th initial. high-low, the replaci ve has the
alternant dovnstep-high with the first syllable and low with all following syllables; the downstep is, of course, overt only after a high tone.
In addition to the tonal replacive, the tactative has a su:ff'ix consisting of /r/ plus a repetition of the preceding vowel, also with low
tone.

E.g., from some of the bases cited above:

(26a)

~ g.r. &hya
6 W~r8 6srsr
6 ~c1rl 0>9

(26b)
(26c)
(26d)
(26e)

'he went to market'
'he took a stick'
'he shut the door'

9 kwacl rl OZ9
6 'w'pvtara mn.a
(3)

'he pushed the door shut'
'he brought out a knire'

An infinitive is termed by a prefix, with a morphotonemic

alternation in one type 0'£ base.

The prefix includes a dovnstep,

which is 0'£ course deleted befure low tone; it is 1('-1 or I

rl-I.

Atter a low tone in the base, all '£ollowing tones have the alternant

law.

Examples of infinitive derivation are:

(27a)

rr

(271))

z~

(21c)

..sci

(21d)

kwacr

(21e)

w4pVt6
(4)

rrd
rza
I'..scl
rkwacl
I'w4pvt'

A negative imperative haa a pre'£1x 1&1-1 or Iii-I, the same

aorphotoneaic alternation in the base, and a toneless 8uffix I-Ia/.
the bases used. above, nepti ve imperati YeS are as folloW'B; Al applies
in the object in the first and third:

For

(28.)

4'ell'v'

'don't eat it'

(28b)

iSzal~ ya

'don't sweep it'

(280)

4'""elI6 v~

'don't close it'

(28d)

'kw~cll~ v~

(28e)

4'w4pilt~l~

(5)

'don't push it shut'

y.

'don't bring it out'

Next to be considered is a relative construction in which

the antecedent noun is the subject of the relatl ve (as in
who came I, not

t

the .man I saw').

I

the man

Many speakers of Igbo form. a:ffirma-

tive relatives only from the atative and tactative constructions,
and these are the only types considered here.

must be recogni zed in such relat! ves.
a final low tone in the antecedent.

Tva tonal. replaci ves

First t downstep-high repl.aces
Second, in atatives and in those

factatives which bave only low tones, there is an initial dovnstep,
and bigh tone replaces low throughout the torm; in factatives which
begin with downstep-high-low (all of which have at least three sylla-

bles). there is no alternation in the first two syllables, but high
replaces l.ov in all £'allowing syllables.

(Such high tones appear

also in the base, but here they are the product of two successive
replaci ves:

low replaces high in the base to form the factati ve, and

then high replaces low in the factative to form the relative.)

Exam-

ples of relative derivation are:
qw6t~k[rI bv~r••

(29.)
(29b)
(290)

qwHak[r[ 'bV6r6

'A child came.'

I

the child who came I

qw6.~vl neel rl ~zq.
'A woman shut the door. I

I

qw •• nv[
~zq
the woman who shut the door I

Gnu w'p~tara Va.
'You (pl.) brought it out. I

'you (pl.) who brought it out'

'""err!

ulnu

'w'p~MI"'~

'va

Relatives are strikingly similar to, and in all probability historically related to, an associative construction which is discussed
later.

Because of the va.ys in which tonal alternations are conditioned,

bowever, it Is necessary to separate them.

(6)

In a number of constructions, there is a sutfix which, after
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most monosyllabic bases, longer bases ending with

Ii I or luI, and a

~ew

other bases which must be individually listed, is a vowel with high tone;
the identity of the vowel need not concern us here.

Arter some monosyl-

labic bases, there is an allomorph consisting of /r/ plus
of the preceding vowel, also with high tone.

&

repetition

.A:f'ter some monosyllabic

bases, and after most longer bases ending with vowels other than
or luI, there is a zero allomorph ot this suffix.

Ii /

Before this suf'tix,

including its zero al.1omorph I bases have their inherent tones as described above in all constructions but one.
(30a)
(30b)
(30.)
(3Qd)

(30.)

E.g.:

9 byArA rI~ 'yo
9 by~rA zU 'yo
6 ...scf~ 'yo, 9 dl mtrM

'if he closes it, fine'

k~ 9 kw~cf' 'yo
ka 'my( w'PVto 'yo

'let's bring it out'

(7)

'he came and ate it'
I

she came and swept it I

'he should push it shut'

The imperative uses this suffix, but also includes a morpheme

of tonal replacement.

Except in bases which begin with high-low, low

replaces stem tone with the first (or only) syllable of the base.

For

bases beginning with high-low, it is entirely reasonable to suppose
that the replacive inherently has the alternant dowllStep before the
base; this is not recoverable, however, since nothing can precede an
imperative in the same clause.

(31.)

rf
zA
...scf

(31d)

kW8Cr

(31.)

w'PVto

(31a)
(31b)

rl6 'yo
z~o 'y&
.. cr& 'ya
kw~cf' 'yo
wpVtA 'yA

E.g.:
'eat it'

'sweep it'
'close it'
'push it shut'
'bring it out'

A special morphotonemic alternation involving an imperative :from a base
with two syllables and the tones higb-1ov will be noted in the following section.
What the foregoing statements have done is to establish particular
instances, other than lexical, ot the conditioning environments for the
alternations stated in the preceding section.

Low tone in some verbal

eonstructions has been shown to be

&

morpheme ot tonal replacelDeDt (1.

2. 7 abO"f'e); thiB 18 irrelevant to the morphotonemic alternationa. but.

in (1) and (2). prereQ.uisite to the derivation at relatives.

With the

appropriate types of bases. downstep tollowed by all high tones in
iotini ti Yes. negative imperatives, and relatives coodi tioDa Al. (3. 4.

5 above).

The final high tone of a suffix in a number ot verbal con-

structions cood! tiona A2 and AJ.

4.
The statements concerning morphotonemic alternations in 2. above
were intentionally somewhat oversimplified in the interests of clarity.
Special exceptions to them remain to be stated. and a fer.r statements

ot DDre restricted al.ternations must be added.
a.

Apart trom the negative imperative described above, there is

(1)

only one negative construction in Igbo.

Dovnstep is a characteristic

of this negative construction, but with a uniQ.ue morphotonemic alternation.

A'fter subjects other than singular pronouns I there 1s a pre-

fix IIJ'-I or 141-1 o'f' course.

with automatic deletion ot ciownatep before low.

After low tone in the base. all following tones have the

alternant low.

There is also a suffix. I-ghi/. which is toneless.

Exampl.es of this negative construction are:
(32a)

(32b)
(320)
(32d)
(32.)

~nYr "r(ghr ~rr
ho ozOghl ~19
Ok6y8 "m6dghr ~z9
ho okw~cl gh I ~Z9
Gn~ "w'pilt~ghl ya

'we didn't eat (food)'
'they didn't sweep the.house'
'Oltoye didn't shut the door'

'they didn't push the door ahut'
'you (pl.) didn't bring it out'

After a singular pronoun subject, which haa low tone in the negative,
the pre:t1x has an allomorph with no vowel, but with its high tone and
downstep replacing the first tone of the verb base; if that tone vas
low, all tollowing syllables in the form have low tone -- in the second
and tourth at the tollowing examples. the second syllable of the verb

torm bad

alre~

acquired its low tone by the rule above, before the

preceding low vas replaced by high according to this rule.

Counterparts
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of the above vi th singular subject pronouns are:
(33.)

o rPghr

(33b)

9 z~ghl ~ 19

I

(33c)

e re'dghC mQZ9

'I didn't shut the door'

(33d)

a kwaclghi in OZ9
1 w~putagh 1 ya

'you didn I t bring it out I

(33.)

~rf

'he didn't eat'

I

she didn I t sweep the house I

I didn I t push the door shut t

Downstep followed by one or more high tones in the negative conditions Al, as expected, except in one type of form.

Before stating

the exception, it is necessary to describe a "verbal noun u •

A verbal

noun, which in most respects functions like other nouns. has a prefix
which is segmentally / a_lor

/ e-/, with low tone before high in the

first syllable of the base I and high tone before low.

is used after the stative of a verb

The verbal noun

Ina/ (which is not independently

used. but to which a meaning may be assigned something like 'be at.
be with') to form an "incompletive". and after the stative of /ga/
'go' to form a "future".

9 na
9 ga
~ ga
a ga
a na

(34a)
(34b)
(34c)
(34d)
(34e)

E.g.:

ed ~'d
aza 019
m~m<ld ~Z9
makwacf I ya
mew~pwta IVa

'he is eating'
'she's going to sweep the house'
'I'm going to shut the door'
'I'm going to push it shut'
'I'm bringing it out'

In the negative of the incompletive and future, the formation
described above applies to /nM and /gM.

This yields forms which have

a downstep followed by one or two high tones.
have the alternant high.
Al:

it does not apply in a verbal noun after a negative.
~'g~ghr

(35a)

ho

(35b)

9 no'ghr

b.

(2)

of 1>2..
with

According to Al, it would

An exception must be added to the statement for

err

~'rr

ew6p~ta

'yo

E.g.:

'they're not going to eat'
'he's not bringing it out'

A similar exception must be incorporated into tbe statement
A verbal noun may occur after a "consecutive" construction

/na/.

in which

Ina,

has the zero allomorph, of the previously
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described suffix with high tone.

According to A2, it would be expected

that l.ov tone in the verb&l. noun prefix vou1d have the alternant dDwnstep-high; in this environment, however, the alternation does Dot apply.
E.g., in the next-to-last vord of the following:

ha n~ ~rf ~'rr. na ~Q~ ",'...snya

(36)

'they're eating (tood) and drinking (booze) I
In Bpite of' the above, it cannot be said that the verbal. noun prefix before a high tone is an invariable low tone; Al. appl.ies regularly
af'ter a relative:

'rr

6ny<! Ina
~'rr
'the person who is eating'

(37)

c.

(3)

In a "completive" CODstruction, after a subject other than a

singular pronoun, there is also a prefix /A-I or Ie-I.

After high tone,

the tone ot this prefix has the alternant downstep-high according to A2.
After a singular pronoun subject, the vowel of the prefix does not appear; the allomorph of the prefix is downstep alone.

With appropriate

verbal basea. these statements yield forms which have a ciovnstep followed
by all high tODes, which is othenrise the cODdi tioning environment for

However, this allOJlX)rphic dovnstep is itself the product of A2,

Al..

vi th a statement added here deleting the vowel after singu1ar pronouns,
so that Al can DO longer apply.
appl.y.

After such completive forms, A2 and A3

E.g., with objects /'AkwM 'egg' and /"rt/ 'food':

(38&) unu arr", ~'rr
~ny[ "rr'I' 'akw'

'you (pl.) have eaten'
'we have eaten eggs'

(38b)
(380)
d.

(4)

6

'rr"a

~'rr

'he has eaten'

A morpheme: with the meaning "associative" is recognized as

present in phrases such as

/G'19

"ny[/ 'our house', which is

'house' associated with /any[/ 'us'.

/019/

The tones of this and certain

other types of' phrases are not accounted for by the IIIOrphotonemic alternations stated so tar.

Nor CSD they be directly accounted for by

other alternations, because the same independent tones do not have
alternauts in a sequence of' noun plus numeral, as

/019 at9/

'three houses'.
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It might, o'f course, be suggested that morphologic conditioning is present; the alternation takes place it the second word in the phrase is

a noun, but not if it is a numeral.

However, a numeral may also par-

ticipate in the associative construction.

There is a minimal and mor-

phemic contrast between IQIQ atQI 'three houses' and

IG' 19

"TQI 'the

The alternations in question can be accounted tor it

third house'.

the 88Bociative morpheme is interpreted as having the underlying form.
of a high tone between tva
used nominally.

DOl.mS.

or between a noun and another word

(Historically. the high tone undoubtedly originally

accompan.1ed a vowel.)
One IIIOrphotonem:ic alternation conditioned by this underlying high
tone is here derived a:tter Al but belore A2 and A3; an alternative
possibility is to derive it af'ter A3, but the required statements
would be IDOre complicated and less reasonable.

If the associative mor-

pbeme is followed by a low tone (before the application of A2 if a high
tone followa that). final low tone in the preceding noun has the alternant dovnstep-high; i.e •• it is assimilated to the level of the
asaociative high tone.

This, with deletion of dovnstep a.:rter low,

accounts for the tone of the final. syllable of the first word in each
of' the following; the last two of these include the later application
of' A2. and all of them. show the still later deletion of the associative
high tone:

aha 'name'
obodo 'town',

:

(39b)

(39c)

019

'house' ,

(39d)

111\

'pot',

any!
any!

(39a)

6'h6 obede ahi!

'the name of that town'

(1 p1)

obode a
0' 19 'any!

(1 p1)

1111 'any!

'this'

'this town'
'our house'
'our pot'

The underlying high tone of' the associative morpheme is deleted
o~

a1'ter the application of A3.

It is only this that can acCOWlt

for A3 applying after low tone in the surf'ace manifestation in phrases
like the folloving:
'house, building',

019

,thy'

'hy'

'market, merchandize':

'store, shop'

It nov becomes apparent that, in many of the examples previously
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ci ted for A2 and A3, though by no means all of them, the alternation is
actually conditioned, in the deeper structure, by the high tone of the

associative morpheme rather than by the final high tone ot the preceding noun.

These include cases lik.e the following:

"g6
(41b) lkcS
(41c) i!iny
(4la)

'money'.

~ny[

(l pl):

'cup',

_nO

'oil':

'meat',

'wl1

'goat':

'g6 '&ny[
iko m'mliny
i!iny ~IW~

'our money'
'a cup of oil'

'goat meat'

Implicit in the foregoing is an interesting ambiguity.
above, in

1019

As noted

8t91 'three houses' the associative morpheme is not

10"9 'ateSl

present, but in

'the third house' it is present and con-

ditions two morphotonemic alternations.
however, there are two possibilities:

In a phrase such as

I'wu 'aT9f.

the application of A2 in the

second word could be conditioned directly by the final high tone of
the preceding noun, in which case the phrase would mean 'three goats';
or it could be conditioned by the underlying and later deleted high
tone of the associative morpheme. in which case the phrase would mean
'the third goat'.

This ambiguity is normally avoided by using, for

the ordinal, the noun I~kel 'thing, the one' in association with the

lilke '.H91

numeral, yielding

'the third I .

association with this phrase, yielding

The noun is then used in

I ewu

'~ke

'at91.

In the rel-

ati vely caref"Ul speech characteristic of linguistic analysis and
language teaching,

/Bwu

~k4

'at91

is often beard, without the normal

manifestation of the associative morpheme after the first word.
is presumably appositional.:

lewu 'at91

caJ.ly ambiguous

'a goat, the third one'.

Tbis

The techni-

is assumed to refer to 'three goats'.

Dy analogy with the use of I~kel to avoid ambiguity in ordinal

phrases after a high tone, it is commonly used also after a noun vi th
inherent final l.ov tone, where there would be no ambiguity in any case.
Thus 'the third house' is often, i1' not usually, expressed as
,~~

'&t9!.

IW'19

On the other hand, in SODle combinations where the ordinal

is the only reasonable semantic possibil1ty, !~kel is not used, e.g.,

In"I'ker' 'at9!
( • two' through

I

tat the third bell, at three o'clock'.

All numerals

ten I and derived phrases) are included in these state-
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lII!uta, they all. begin with 1ov-high.

and

I

sr...tically

tour hundred I are

(The words tor 'one', 'twenty'.

nouns, not numerals .. )

tt'be foregoing discussion of the associative construction is, of
course, 1n the context of a treatment of tonol.ogy. It may not be out

ot pl.ace, however, to

add that it is presented with a full. conscious-

nes. of the striking grammatical paral.lel.ism with 88aociatives in Bantu
and other languages [Welmers 1963]..

There are also some differences

in grammatical detail, as will be seen in connection with possessive

pronouns.
e..

(6)

After

JlOUDB

other than verbal. nouns. the combination of' a noun

with a IIIOIlOsyllablc modifier (a pronoun) does Dot include the associative
.,rpheme.

This is attested by the tact that final low tone in such a

paUll does not have tbe alternant dovnatep-high 88 required before the

associative.

'hi.
(~2b)

Ita

E.g.:

house'

gr

';your pot'
For Bome speakers, the same is tnae regularly after verbal nouns; thus,

troa a verb stem fbel 'cut':
(~3)

9 n~ &b~ y6
'be's cutting it'

For many other speakers. however. the combination of verbal noun vi th
pl"ODOUll JIIWIt be interpreted as including the associative morpheme; thus,
probal>~

(4~)

...re

COSK)~:

~ n~ &'b& 'y6

the'. cutt1Dg

it'

A verbal noun with a following noun ("object"), however, alvtQ's uses
the as.oclati ve construction:
(~5a)
(~5b)

9 n~ "I><!
9 n~ 6 ' z6

j)d9

'he's cutting a rope'

'&d

I

abe I 8 sweeping the compound'
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The grammar of these may be reflected by 'he is-at rope-cutting' and
'she is-at compound-sweeping t
f.

(7)

•

In the sequence of an imperative from a two-syllable base vi th

the tones high-low and a noun or pronoun object with initial lev (or
downstep), a complex of alternations identical with those conditioned
by the associative morpheme (but Dot identifiable with it) is found.

The conditioning factor in this case can be identified in the underlying structure as the bigh tone of the verbal suffix; in the surface
structure, the suf'fix has a zero allomorph with most verbs of this

type.

E.g.:

(46.)
(46b)

ha'PW 'any'
ha'PW 'yo

'leave us alone'
'leave him alone'
(cf.:

g.

(8)

hapw ewu a

'leave this goat alone')

Two special alternations apply in the subject of a verb if

something precedes it in the same clause.

The first of these is A1

af'ter high tone in this additional environment:
by high in the subject has the al ternant high.

initial low followed
The second is identi-

cal with the alternation before the associative morpheme, though the
presence at that morpheme is out ot the question:

before low tone,

tinal low in the subject has the alternant downstep-high.

Both at

these alternations are attested in relative clauses (ot the type
'the man I saw', not 'the man who came', in which the antecedent is
the subject).

Only the second is attested anywhere else.

The reason

for this is that anything other than the antecedent of a relative,
before the subject at a verb in the same clause, must be followed by
the morpheme

tkat,

which does not have the conditioning high tone.

In the relative clauses among the folloving exampl.es, the antecedents
are nouns meaning, respectively, 'thing, matter' and 'place'; the alternation illustrated in each is shown by a numeral;
(47)

(l)
(2)

(l, 2):

'my'
un~

Ok6y~

rh& any' m1or~
rh& G'nu m1o~
rh& Ok6'y& m1or~

'what we did'
'what you (pl.) did'
'what Okoye did I
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(1,2):

lk6 ~n~:

'b' rk6

(2)

~n~

'b6 '616

(2)

Onu

9 b~

~'nG

dl

k~ ~'n~

v& k~ l1'na

'where your oups are'

n9

hvrv

'where are you?'
'it's he that you saw'

It baa been assumed that the third person plural. pronoun :form, which
among other things may be used as a verbal subject, bas an initial dcnm-

It hAl. For the singu1ar subject pronouns, there is no evidence

step:

that there is or is not iDherently an 1ni tial dovnstep.

If" there is.

they are also included in a minor extension of the first of' these ala:rter high, initial downstep in the subject is deleted.

ternations:

E.g.:

n9

(48&)

'b' h&

(48b)

rh6 ~ n~ ~moI

h.

(9)

'where they are'

'what he is doing'

Two expressions in adverbial. usage are exempted from Al and

A2; their ln1 tial low tone does Dot undergo alternation.

19Z4!

'again, any more'. and /t.gbl1

These are

'8/ 'now'. The latter of' these is

apparentl.y' a noun meaning 'time' and the demonstrative 'this'. but

the noun is not attested in any other combination.

Insta.nces of these

in the conci! tioning environments tor Al and A2. are:

(49a)
(491))

(490)

~

c9r9

r'

by& 9~
by& 9Z~
111M 'y6 ~gbG ~

'he wants to come again'

~ ~

'he should come again'
'do it right nov'

The tirst ot these also appears without al. ternation in what othervise seems to be an associative construction after the words /rzu/ 'week'.

/9fJwM

'DI)nth'. and

/af9/

'year', with the meaning 'next'.

The

three expressions are:

(50&)

ro z~

(5Ob)

6~w& 9Z~

(500)

&'f~ 9~

9Z~

It cannot be said, however, that initial. low tone is simply invariable in these expressions.

A completely regular associat1 ve construc_

tion using /'9Z9/ is also tound. similar to the ordinal expressions pre-

viousq noted.

E.g.:
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• the other house'
Nor does it seem feasible to assign the instances or non-alternation
in these expressions to adverbial use in gener&l..
structions in which a noWl

/mbyl

There are some con-

'the beginning. the first time' ap-

pears in comparable adverbial usage, but with regular alternations.
note the contrast in the following:
(52&)

(52b)

9 g~r~
9 g~r~

Ab&
Ab&

9'9

I

'.!.bw

'he vent to Aba first'

he vent to Aba again I

A rigidly f'ormal presentation of all that has been said about
Igba tone would inevitably be more difficult to f'ollov. or more lengthy,
but it is of course possible.

It would follow this order. by way of

rough outline:

(1)

Identlf'y lexical tones, including the high tone of the

(2)

Derive the tones of verb bases.

(3)

Derive the tones of verbal constructions, incl.uding the tones

(4)

Make statements concerning monosyllabic nouns, including the

(5)

State the alternation illustrated by l~g6

associative morpheme.

of' subject pronouns.
pronominal types.

... 1 from

1&' gO/.
(6)

state Al, A2, A3 with the exceptions noted.

(7)

State the alternations in (4.t.) and (4.g.) above.

Thus tar Igbo tonology.

Reguiescat in pace.
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